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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an energy-efficient spatial
modulation based molecular communication (SM-MC) scheme,
in which a transmitted symbol is composed of two parts, i.e., a
space derived symbol and a concentration derived symbol. The
space symbol is transmitted by embedding the information into
the index of a single activated transmitter nanomachine. The
concentration symbol is drawn according to the conventional
concentration shift keying (CSK) constellation. Befitting from a
single active transmitter during each symbol transmission period,
SM-MC can avoid the inter-link interference problem existing in
the current multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) MC schemes,
which hence enables low-complexity symbol detection and perfor-
mance improvement. Specifically, in our low-complexity scheme,
the space symbol is first detected by energy comparison, and
then the concentration symbol is detected by the equal gain
combining assisted CSK demodulation. In this paper, we analyze
the symbol error rate (SER) of the SM-MC and its special
case, namely the space shift keying based MC (SSK-MC), where
only space symbol is transmitted and no CSK modulation is
invoked. Finally, the analytical results are validated by computer
simulations, and our studies demonstrate that both the SM-MC
and SSK-MC are capable of achieving better SER performance
than the conventional MIMO-MC and single-input single-output
MC (SISO-MC) when the same symbol rate is assumed.
Index Terms—Molecular communication, MIMO, spatial mod-
ulation, inter-link interference, energy efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Chemical signalling that exploits molecule or ion for com-
munication has been widely found in nature with diverse
propagation distances. In a relatively long range, animals or
insects utilize pheromone to communicate with the members
of their species for mate selection, identity recognition, alarm
inform, etc. [1], [2]. At micro-scale environment, hormones
or other chemical substances are prevalently transmitted or
received in tiny organisms such as cells. This process is the
so-called cell signalling that is crucial to cells’ survival [3].
Molecular communication (MC) is an emerging technique
inspired from the aforementioned communication schemes in
vivo, whose history dates back to 2005 [4]. MC is avail-
able at both macro-scale and micro-scale [5]. At micro-
scale, MC is suitable for connection among nanomachines,
whose communication distance ranges from a nanometer to
a hundred nanometers. Nanomachine is one of the most
remarkable progress of nanotechnology that has the potential
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to revolutionize many aspects of technology, and ultimately
benefit our life. However, a single nanomachine can only
perform very simple tasks due to its size constraint, whereas
complex applications including biopsy, targeted drug delivery,
environmental sensing, cell sorting, etc., require coordination
among a swarm of nanomachines [6]. MC is regarded as a
prominent candidate for nanonetworking because of its bio-
compatible and energy-efficient characteristics. It has been
acknowledged as the most important communication paradigm
in IEEE 1906.1 standard [7].
Modulation plays a significant role in MC as it determines
the system’s achievable performance [8]. There are a few
of modulation schemes for MC proposed in the literature,
including the concentration shift keying (CSK) [9], molecular
shift keying (MoSK) [9], isomer-based ratio shift Keying
(IRSK) [10] and pulse position modulation (PPM) [11], in
which messages are encoded as the concentration, type, ra-
tio and release time of transmitted molecules, respectively.
Advanced modulation schemes have also been considered in
the context of the single-input single-output (SISO) based
MC (SISO-MC) [12]–[14]. However, SISO-MC is not always
suitable for the scenarios of high-speed transmission and
some of the applications where reliability is indispensable.
To solve these problems, some well-known techniques in
the conventional wireless communications, e.g., multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO), have been redesigned for MC [15].
Specifically, MIMO based MC (MIMO-MC) is a recent trend
in MC research, dated back to 2012 when it was first proposed
in [16]. It is shown that in MIMO-MC, spatial diversity en-
hances the bit error rate (BER) performance, while spatial mul-
tiplexing may increase transmission rate significantly [16]. In
2013, a micro-scale MIMO-MC system was introduced [17],
where a group of sender nanomachines simultaneously trans-
mit messages to a group of receiver nanomachines through
the medium where they reside. In the same year, the first
SISO-MC prototype at macro-scale was implemented [18],
which mentioned that MIMO principle may be introduced to
improve the transmission rate. In 2016, a 2 × 2 MIMO-MC
prototype achieving spatial multiplexing was implemented,
which achieves a 1.7 times higher data rate than its SISO
counterpart [19]. These research and practice demonstrate
that spatial multiplexing in MIMO-MC is feasible for rate
increase, although the data rate is not doubled due to the
existence of interference and overhead. In 2017, MIMO-MC
technique gained more attention than ever before, due to
the appearance of the training-based channel estimation [20],
spatial diversity coding techniques [21] and the introduction
of machine learning based channel modeling methods [22].
Moreover, in [23], synchronization was investigating in the
context of the single-input multiple-output (SIMO) based MC
2(SIMO-MC). Now, we have no doubt that MIMO-MC con-
stitutes a promising technique for performance improvement
in MC. However, a typical challenge in MIMO-MC is the
inter-link interference (ILI) in addition to the inter-symbol
interference (ISI) existing in all MC systems. Due to the
ILI, first, it increases the detection complexity at the receiver
side. Second, the study in [19] manifests that the BER of
2 × 2 MIMO-MC prototype is 2.2 times higher than that of
its SISO-MC counterpart, meaning that high-reliability MC
is challenging. Third, the energy consumption in MIMO-
MC is significant in comparison to SISO-MC, due to more
devices being simultaneously activated at both transmitter and
receiver sides. This problem can be serious in micro-scale MC,
since the power supply of nanomachine is limited and their
computing capability is low. Consequently, the development
of energy-efficient and low-complexity transmission schemes
for MIMO-MC is demanding.
In this paper, we propose a spatial modulation based MC
(SM-MC) for MIMO-MC implementation, which combines
a space-dependent modulation with a concentration-relied
modulation. By allowing only the space modulation, we also
propose the special case of SM-MC, namely, the space shift
keying based MC (SSK-MC). It can be shown that both SM-
MC and SSK-MC are able to combat the aforementioned
problems of the MIMO-MC. It is well known that SM [24] and
SSK [25] in radio-based wireless communications exhibit low
complexity and high energy efficiency [26]. By exploiting the
spatial domain for message encoding via activating an active
transmit antenna in each time slot, SM and SSK are capable
of eliminating the inter-antenna interference (IAI). Note that,
the major distinction between SM and SSK is that SM uses
both spatial and signal constellation to transmit information,
while SSK only exploits the spatial constellation.
In our design for SM-MC and SSK-MC, the spatial domain
is reflected by the concentration difference at the receiver
side, when different transmitters emit molecules. By contrast,
the signal constellation domain is contributed by the differ-
ent constellation level in CSK. Hence, the SM-MC/SSK-MC
receivers can collaborate to identify the activated transmitter
nanomachine for detecting the space symbol, while the SM-
MC receiver can decode the concentration symbol according
to the rule of CSK. Furthermore, in order to enhance the
reliability of detection, detector assisted by either equal gain
combining (EGC) or selection combining (SC) is developed for
detecting the concentration symbol. In this paper, we derive
the SER expressions for both the SM-MC and SSK-MC, and
conduct computer simulations to examine their performance
as well as to validate our theoretical analysis. Our studies and
results show that both the SM-MC and SSK-MC outperform
the MIMO-MC in terms of the SER performance, and our ana-
lytical results are accurate enough for predicting the achieving
SER performance of the SM-MC and SSK-MC systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II reviews the system model of MIMO-MC over diffusion
channels. In Section III, we present the principles of SM-MC
and SSK-MC based on the architecture of MIMO-MC. In this
section, we also derive the resulting SER of the SM-MC and
SSK-MC. Section IV evaluates the SER performance of SM-
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Fig. 1. System model of MIMO-MC.
MC and SSK-MC by invoking the MIMO-MC with on-off
keying (OOK) modulation and the SISO-MC with quadruple
CSK (QCSK) modulation as the benchmarks. Finally, the
research is concluded in Section V.
Notation: Boldface uppercase and lowercase letters indicate
matrices and vectors, respectively. Rn×m indicates a real
number matrix with n×m dimensions. E[·], ‖·‖, | · |, Q(·) and
Pr[·] represent expectation, Euclidean norm, absolute value, Q-
function and probability of an event, respectively.
II. REVIEW OF MIMO-MC
We consider a MIMO-MC system in a 3-D unbounded
environment with point sources and spherical receivers, which
are assumed to be memoryless as [27]–[29], meaning that
they have no information of the previously detected symbols.
Perfect synchronization is also assumed in our MIMO-MC.
In this section, we propose the channel and communication
models for MIMO-MC, which constitutes the fundamentals
of our subsequent SM-MC scheme and its special case of the
SSK-MC scheme.
A. Channel Model of MIMO-MC
We consider an N ×N diffusion based MIMO-MC system
operated at micro-scale in this paper [17], where N transmit
and receive nanomachines are attached to the cell membrane at
both transmitter and receiver sides, respectively. Furthermore,
we assume that there are a transmission control center and a
reception decision center, respectively, located at the centers of
the transmitter and receiver cells. The function of transmission
control center is to coordinate the transmitter nanomachines
to emit molecular pulses according to the information to be
transmitted, while the reception decision center connecting all
the receiver nanomachines decodes the information based on
the received signals from N receiver nanomachines. To clearly
demonstrate the communication system model of the MIMO-
MC, we exemplify a 4× 4 MIMO-MC system with 4 pairs of
transceivers as shown in Fig. 1, where the lipid bilayer of cell
membrane are shown in green color. As shown in Fig. 1, the
pair of transmitter and receiver of a link and the molecules
transmitted between them are marked using the same color
3for the sake of easy distinction. Under the assumption that
perfect alignment is achieved in the MIMO-MC architecture,
the spacing between adjacent transmitters or adjacent receivers
is equally set as r, and the distance between a pair transmitter
and receiver is expressed as d. Thus, the distance from the
j-th transmitter to the i-th receiver is given by
dji =
{
d, for i = j,√
d2 + |j − i|2r2, for i 6= j. (1)
In this paper, we assumeM -ary CSK modulation and denote
the concentration of molecules in the i-th receiver at time t
in response to the j-th transmitter as cm,ij(t) when a pulse of
Sm molecules with m ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M−1} is emitted at t = 0.
Consequently, the concentration at receiver can be formulated
according to Fick’s second law of diffusion as [30]
cm,ij(t) = Sm
1
(4piDt)
3
2
exp
(
− d
2
ji
4Dt
)
,
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N},
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N},
m ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1},
(2)
whereD is the diffusion coefficient of the propagation medium
that is assumed to be homogeneous in this paper. We as-
sume that the spherical receiver nanomachine has a volume
of VRX =
4
3piρ
3 with ρ being the radius of the receiver.
Molecular concentration is assumed to be uniform inside a
passive receiver when d ≫ ρ. Based on these assumptions,
the expected number of molecules inside the i-th receiver at
time t can be formulated by [31], [32]
Nm,ij(t) = VRXcm,ij(t) = VRXSmhij(t), for t > 0, (3)
where hij(t) indicates the probability that an information
molecule released at t = 0 is sensed by the passive receiver
at time t [33], [34], which is given by
hij(t) =
1
(4piDt)
3
2
exp
(
− d
2
ji
4Dt
)
. (4)
In MC, hij(t) represents the channel impulse response (CIR)
between the j-th transmitter and the i-th receiver. Therefore,
the concentration vector cm,j(t)∈ RN×1 collecting the ex-
pected concentration of all receivers in response to the j-th
transmitter can be written as
cm,j(t) ,
[
cm,1j(t), . . . , cm,ij(t), . . . , cm,Nj(t)
]T
= Sm
[
h1j(t), . . . , hij(t), . . . , hNj(t)
]T
= Smhj(t), (5)
where hj(t) is the CIR vector from the j-th transmitter to all
the N receivers at time t. Let us define H(t)∈ RN×N as the
channel matrix of an N × N MIMO-MC system at time t,
which can be represented as
H(t) =
[
h1(t); . . . ;hj(t); . . . ;hN(t)
]
, (6)
whose entries are given by (4). Based on our assumptions, we
can know that the diagonal elements of H(t), such as hjj(t),
have the same value, given by (4) associated with setting i =
j and djj = d. By contrast, a non-diagonal element hij(t)
,/,&RPSRQHQW
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Fig. 2. Concentration expected at one receiver of a 2×2 MIMO-MC affected
by its ISI and the ILI from one other link, when SNR = 10 dB, D =
2.2× 10−9m2/s, d = 20um, r = 15um and Ts = 0.2s.
gives the probability of the ILI from the transmitter j to the
receiver i.
In this paper, we consider the amplitude detection [11].
To achieve this, we assume that all the receivers sense the
concentration at a certain time, e.g., at the time when the
concentration at a receiver generated by its paired transmitter
reaches the peak value, which can be obtained by solving the
partial derivative equation
∂cm,jj(t)
∂t
= 0. Specifically, when
an impulse of molecules is emitted by a transmitter at t = 0,
the peak concentration presenting at its paired receiver can be
found to be at the time of
tp =
d2
6D
. (7)
Explicitly, the peak time is irrelevant to Sm. In this paper,
without further explanation, it is assumed that each receiver of
the MIMO-MC samples for concentration after a time interval
tp seconds from the emission of the chemical impulse by its
paired transmitter. Therefore, upon substituting (1) and (7) into
(2), we can derive the maximum concentration of a receiver
in response to its paired transmitter as
cm,jj(tp) = Sm
(
3
2pied2
) 3
2
, (8)
when an impulse of Sm molecules is released. Similarly,
cm,ij(tp) can be derived, given by
cm,ij(tp) = Sm
(
3
2pid2
) 3
2
exp
(
−3d
2
ji
2d2
)
. (9)
B. Communication Model of MIMO-MC
Binary CSK (BCSK) is the simplest CSK with M = 2,
which emits a chemical pulse containing S1 molecules towards
its paired receiver for transmitting bit “1”, or a pulse of
S0 molecules for transmitting bit “0”. As a special case of
BCSK, the OOK modulation, which is prevalently adopted
in the existing MIMO-MC [16], [19], [21], [22], keeps silent
without any molecule emission for bit “0”, i.e., S0 = 0. For
4the general CSK, it has been revealed in literature that the
CSK with M ≥ 4 is usually unable to attain satisfactory
error performance in SISO-MC [8], [13]. Note that in Fig.
1, we considered OOK as the modulation scheme for MIMO-
MC, where the red, yellow, and purple colored links represent
transmitting S1 molecules to their corresponding receivers,
while the blue colored one keeps silent without any emission
of molecules. Furthermore, in Fig. 1, there are still a few of
blue-colored molecules, which are the residual molecules of
the previous transmissions.
Let us denote the transmit signal vector at the sampling time
t as
x(t) =
[
x1(t), . . . , xi(t), . . . , xN (t)
]T
, (10)
where xi(t)∈ {S0, S1} denotes the number of molecules
emitted by the i-th transmitter. Then, based on (6) and (9),
the concentration vector corrupted by noise sensed at time t
can be expressed as
yMIMO(t) =
[
y1, MIMO(t), . . . , yi, MIMO(t), . . . , yN, MIMO(t)
]T
=
L∑
l=0
H(t+ lTs)x(t− lTs) + nMIMO(t), (11)
where yi, MIMO(t) represents the concentration sensed by the i-
th receiver at time t, Ts is the symbol duration. We assume
that the ISI and ILI last for L and L + 1 symbol durations,
respectively, where ISI is generated by the paired transmitter,
while the ILI is the interference resulted from the other links.
Practically, there is also noise in MC, which is given by the
form of the noise vector nMIMO(t)∈ RN×1, having
nMIMO(t) = [n1, MIMO(t), . . . , ni, MIMO(t), . . . , nN, MIMO(t)]
T ,
(12)
where ni, MIMO(t) is a signal dependent noise sensed by the i-th
receiver. Similar to [21], yi, MIMO(t) is the concentration sensed
by the i-th receiver at time t:
yi, MIMO(t) =
N∑
j=1
L∑
l=0
hij(t+ lTs)xj(t− lTs) + ni, MIMO(t).
(13)
The impact of ISI and ILI on a desired signal is illustrated
in Fig. 2 for a (2 × 2) MIMO-MC system, where the ILI is
not only from the previous molecular symbols, but also from
the current one released by the unpaired transmitter. However,
it is worth noting that the current ILI plays a significant role
in confusing the detection of a desired molecular signal, since
the current ILI, as shown in Fig. 2, generates the strongest
interference. The existing studies on SISO-MC often ignore
the effect of ISI or only take one previous symbol into account
[35], due to the fact that this previous symbol generates the
highest ISI. However, when MIMO-MC is considered, as
shown in Fig. 2, the effect of the current ILI may significantly
surpass that of the ISI. In other words, the interference in
MIMO-MC system may be dominated by the current ILI
generated by the other unpaired transmitters, and the ISI
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Fig. 3. Transmitter diagram of SM-MC.
generated by one previous symbol transmitted by the paired
transmitter. Therefore, if we express (13) as
yi, MIMO(t) = hii(t)xi(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signal
+ Ii, MIMO(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
sum of interference
+ni, MIMO(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise
, (14)
the noise component can be assumed to follow the Gaussian
distribution, depending on the current symbol at time t as [36]:
ni, MIMO(t) ∼ N
(
µni, MIMO(t), σ
2
ni, SM(t)
)
, (15)
with
µni, MIMO(t) = 0, σ
2
ni, SM(t) =
hii(t)xi(t) + Ii, MIMO(t)
VRX
.
The interference component in (14) can be approximated as
Ii, MIMO(t) ≈
∑
j 6=i
hij(t)xj(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
current ILI
+ hii(t+ Ts)xi(t− Ts)︸ ︷︷ ︸
last ISI
,
(16)
when considering that the ILI is only from the current unpaired
transmitter, while the ISI is only from one previous symbol
sent by the paired transmitter.
III. SPATIAL MODULATION BASED MOLECULAR
COMMUNICATION
From the above description, we can know that MIMO-MC
experiences both ILI and ISI, which may significantly degrade
the detection performance. In order to combat these problems,
in this section, we propose the spatial modulation based MC
(SM-MC) as one of the implementation of the MIMO-MC. In
our proposed scheme, both spatial and concentration domains
are exploited for conveying information simultaneously, but
only one type of molecules is used for transmission.
A. Transmitter of SM-MC
The ideology of SM-MC is inspired by the SSK tech-
nique having been widely studied in MIMO communications.
Typically, in SSK modulation, only one transmit antenna is
activated during each symbol period. At the receiver, the
index of the activated transmit antenna can be detected, when
the channel state information is available. The SSK modula-
tion can be implemented in conjunction with a conventional
amplitude-phase modulation, forming the SM [37]. Similarly,
the SM-MC proposed in this paper is the combination of a
5SSK modulation and a CSK modulation. Specifically, given
a symbol transmitted, one of the transmitters releases a pulse
of molecules, with the number of molecules determined also
by the data symbol being transmitted. In detail, the transmit
schematic diagram for our SM-MC system is depicted in
Fig. 3. Hence, when the j-th space symbol is transmitted, with
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, the transmit signal vector has a form of
x(t) =
[
0, 0, . . . , Sm︸︷︷︸
j-th transmitter
, . . . , 0, 0
]T
, (17)
where only the j-th transmitter is activated to emit Sm > 0
molecules, when the m-th concentration symbol Sm is se-
lected. The space symbol is denoted as Sj , when the j-th
transmitter is activated. We assume that the space symbols Sj
and the concentration symbols Sm are independent of each
other, solely depended on the input data stream. Then, we
have
Pr[Sm] =
1
M
, m ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1}, (18)
and
Pr[Sj ] =
1
N
, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. (19)
Furthermore, if we express the SM symbols representing
the combinations of the space and concentration symbols as
Sjm, we have
Pr[Sjm] =
1
MN
,
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N},
m ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1}. (20)
Therefore, the data rate of the SM-MC measured in bits per
molecular symbol is given as
RSM = log2N + log2M, (21)
where both the values of N and M are assumed to be an
integer power of 2.
Based on (17), the concentration signal observed at the i-th
receiver in SM-MC systems is similar to (14), expressed as
yi, SM(t) = Smhij(t) + Ii, SM(t) + ni, SM(t), (22)
where both Smhij(t) and ni, SM(t) are dependent on the current
molecular symbol being received, representing the expected
number of molecules received and the noise component,
respectively, at time t, when the j-th transmitter is activated
to emit a chemical impulse with Sm molecules. However,
unlike the case in MIMO-MC [19], the Ii, SM(t) in (22) consists
of only the ISI component that is resulted from a previous
molecular symbol emitted by the i-th transmitter, since we
assume that ILI only occurs with the current transmission,
while ISI is only experienced from one previous emission
by a paired transmitter. Let us denote the previous molecular
symbol as S j¯m¯, then we have
Ii, SM(t) =
{
0, for i 6= j,
Sm¯hii(t+ Ts), for i = j¯.
(23)
Similar to (15), the distribution of the noise component in
(22) can be expressed as
ni, SM(t) ∼ N
(
µni, SM(t), σ
2
ni, SM(t)
)
, (24)
TABLE I
BITS PER PULSE FOR DIFFERENT MODULATION SCHEMES IN MC
Scheme Bits per pulse Scheme Bits per pulse
BMoSK 1 N ×N MIMO (OOK) 2
BCSK 1 2× 2 SM (BCSK) 2
BSSK 1 8SSK 3
OOK 2 2× 2 SM (QCSK) 3
QCSK 2 4× 4 SM (BCSK) 3
QSSK 2 16SSK 4
associated with
µni, SM(t) = 0, σ
2
ni, SM(t) =
Smhij(t) + Ii, SM(t)
VRX
.
Furthermore, based on (22), (23) and (24), the distribution
of yi, SM(t) can be found, and expressed as
yi, SM(t)∼N
(
Smhij(t) + Ii, SM(t), σ
2
ni, SM(t)
)
. (25)
From the above analysis, we can readily realize that our
proposed SM-MC transmission scheme is capable of miti-
gating the ILI experienced by the general MIMO-MC [19].
Furthermore, the SM-MC scheme is more energy-efficient than
the MIMO-MC. In MIMO-MC, when fixing a modulation
scheme, increasing N may transmit more bits per symbol but
at the expense of higher energy consumption. By contrast,
SM-MC and its special scheme of SSK-MC can obtain a
logarithmic increase in bits per pulse transmission, which is
contributed by the space modulation, with the increase of
N , but without demanding any extra transmission energy.
In order to highlight the energy efficiency achieved by the
SM-MC and SSK-MC schemes, we compare the different
modulation techniques of MC in Table I. Note that in Table I,
we assume that the input data are independently uniformly
distributed binary data. Hence, for example, when the OOK
is used, transmitting M bits requires about M/2 pulses.
Therefore, we have the average bits per pulse equaling 2. As
another example, when the N ×N MIMO-MC using OOK is
considered, it also has the average bits per pulse equaling 2.
B. Signal Detection in SM-MC Systems
In theory, the maximum-likelihood (ML) detection can be
implemented by the SM-MC to jointly decode the index of the
activated transmitter and the concentration symbol. When the
memoryless receivers are taken into account, the ML detection
based on (22) can be formulated as
< jˆ, mˆ >= argmin
j∈{1,2,...,N},m∈{0,1,...,M−1}
‖ySM(t)− Smhj(t)‖2 ,
(26)
where jˆ and mˆ are the estimated indices of the space and
concentration symbols, respectively. Note that Sm in SM-
MC is always greater than zero, i.e., Sm > 0, otherwise the
space symbol is unable to be detected. However, (26) imposes
a search complexity of O(NM), when NM is relatively
large, hence it is not practical to deploy in MC systems, due
to the constraint of the size and computing power of MC
receivers. To this end, we suggest a low-complexity successive
6detection based on a scheme that has been commonly used in
SM for wireless communications [38], [39]. In this scheme,
the CSK symbol is detected after the detection of the space
symbol. To be more specific, we detect the index of the
activated transmitter via the concentration comparison of the
N receivers based on the fact that the receiver paired with
the activated transmitter is most likely to have the maximum
concentration at the sampling time, as it is located with the
minimum distance from its paired transmitter. Accordingly, the
detection of the space symbol can be formulated as
jˆ = argmax
j∈{1,2,...,N}
yj, SM(t). (27)
After the detection of the space symbol, the jˆ-th receiver’s
concentration can be used to detect the concentration symbol,
which can be described as
mˆ = argmin
m∈{0,1,...,M−1}
|yjˆ, SM(t)− Smhjˆjˆ(t)|2, (28)
From (27) and (28), we can readily know that the com-
plexity of our proposed detector is O(N +M). Provided that
N > 2, M > 2, the complexity of the proposed detection
scheme is lower than that of the ML detection of (26). It is
worth noting that, once there is a transmitter activated, all the
N receivers can collect the molecules released. Hence, all the
receivers can collaborate to make more reliable detection of
the CSK symbol at the second stage. We refer to this detector
as the EGC, described as
mˆEGC = argmin
m∈{0,1,...,M−1}
∥∥∥ySM(t)− Smhjˆ(t)∥∥∥2 . (29)
It can be shown that the complexity of (29) combined with (27)
is still O(N +M), although the total number of computation
of (29) is significantly higher than that of (28). However, the
performance of the EGC-assisted detection can significantly
outperform that of the detector of (28), which will be validated
by the simulation results in Section IV.
C. Error Performance Analysis of SM-MC
In this subsection, we focus on the SER analysis of the
successive detection, given by (27) and (29). Since the detec-
tion is dependent on the current molecular symbol Sjm and the
previous one S j¯m¯, let us denote the correct detection probability
of both space and concentration symbols as Pc, SSK(S
j
m|S j¯m¯)
and Pc, CSK(S
j
m|S j¯m¯), respectively. Remembering that the Sjm
and the S j¯m¯ are mutually independent, we can express the
correct detection probability of space symbol as
Pc, SSK(S
j
m|S j¯m¯) =
∏
i6=j
Q
(
−
µ
ji|Sj¯m¯
σ
ji|Sj¯m¯
)
, (30)
where Q(·) is the Q-function. When given i 6= j, µ
ji|Sj¯m¯
and
σ2
ji|Sj¯m¯
are shown as
µ
ji|Sj¯m¯
=


Sm
(
hjj(t)−hij(t)
)−Sm¯hii(t+Ts), for i = j¯ and j 6= j¯,
Sm
(
hjj(t)−hij(t)
)
+Sm¯hjj(t+Ts), for i 6= j¯ and j = j¯,
Sm
(
hjj(t)−hij(t)
)
, for i 6= j¯ and j 6= j¯.
σ2
ji|Sj¯m¯
=


Sm
(
hjj(t)+hij(t)
)
+Sm¯hii(t+Ts)
VRX
, for i = j¯ and j 6= j¯,
Sm
(
hjj(t)+hij(t)
)
+Sm¯hjj(t+Ts)
VRX
, for i 6= j¯ and j = j¯,
Sm
(
hjj(t)+hij(t)
)
VRX
, for i 6= j¯ and j 6= j¯.
Proof: See Appendix A.
Specifically, when only the space symbol Sj is transmitted,
the SM-MC with M = 1 degenerates to the SSK-MC and the
detection in (27) is non-coherent. The detection performance
of the SSK-MC is solely described by the expectation of
Pc, SSK(S
j |S j¯), where Sj and S j¯ are also mutually indepen-
dent. Note that in SSK-MC, both Sj and S j¯ are integers.
Correspondingly, considering that the transmitted symbols are
uniform distribution, we have
Pc, SSK = E
[
E
[
Pc, SSK(S
j |S j¯)]]
=
N∑
j=1
N∑
j¯=1
Pc, SSK(S
j |S j¯)Pr[S j¯ ]Pr[Sj ]
=
1
N2
N∑
j=1
N∑
j¯=1
∏
i6=j
Q
(
−µji|Sj¯
σji|Sj¯
)
. (31)
Note that in (31), the subscript m is omitted, since there is no
concentration symbol transmitted in SSK-MC. Furthermore,
the error probability can be easily derived as
Pe, SSK = 1− Pc, SSK = 1− 1
N2
N∑
j=1
N∑
j¯=1
∏
i6=j
Q
(
−µji|Sj¯
σji|Sj¯
)
.
(32)
Having considered the space symbol, the error rate of the
CSK detection can be analyzed based on the estimate jˆ. Here,
we analyze the more general EGC-assisted detector of (29),
which utilizes all receivers’ observations to detect the CSK
symbol. Given that a pulse of Sm molecules is transmitted by
the j-th transmitter and that the previously emitted molecular
symbol is S j¯m¯, the probability of erroneous detection of the
CSK symbol can be upper bounded by
Pe, CSK(S
j
m|S j¯m¯) 6
∑
m 6=n
Pr[Sm → Sn|S j¯m¯], (33)
where Pr[Sm → Sn|S j¯m¯] is also dependent on the detection of
the space symbol. Hence, it can be expressed as
Pr[Sm → Sn|S j¯m¯] =
∑
jˆ 6=j
Pr SSK[jˆ|S j¯m¯] Pr[Sm → Sn|S j¯m¯, jˆ]
+ Pr SSK[j|S j¯m¯] Pr[Sm → Sn|S j¯m¯, j],
(34)
where Pr SSK[jˆ|S j¯m¯] and Pr SSK[j|S j¯m¯] have been derived in
(43) of Appendix A for the detection of the SSK symbol.
Hence, below we only focus on the unknown components, i.e.,
Pr[Sm → Sn|S j¯m¯, jˆ] and Pr[Sm → Sn|S j¯m¯, j], in (34), which
are given by (35) and (36), respectively, shown on the top of
the next page. In these formulas, the σ2ni, SM(t) component has
been defined in (24).
7Pr[Sm → Sn|S j¯m¯, jˆ] = Pr
[ N∑
i=1
|yi, SM(t)− Smhijˆ(t)|2 >
N∑
i=1
|yi, SM(t)− Snhijˆ(t)|2
∣∣∣S j¯m¯]
=


1−Q
(
−Sm¯hj¯jˆ(t)hj¯j(t+Ts)−Sm
∑
N
i=1 hijˆ(t)hij(t)+
(Sm+Sn)
2
∑
N
i=1 h
2
ijˆ
(t)√∑
N
i=1 h
2
ijˆ
(t)σ2
ni, SM
(t)
)
, for Sm > Sn,
Q
(
−Sm¯hj¯jˆ(t)hj¯j(t+Ts)−Sm
∑
N
i=1 hijˆ(t)hij(t)+
(Sm+Sn)
2
∑
N
i=1 h
2
ijˆ
(t)√∑
N
i=1 h
2
ijˆ
(t)σ2
ni, SM
(t)
)
, for Sm < Sn.
(35)
Pr[Sm → Sn|S j¯m¯, j] = Pr
[ N∑
i=1
|yi, SM(t)− Smhij(t)|2 >
N∑
i=1
|yi, SM(t)− Snhij(t)|2
∣∣∣S j¯m¯]
=


1−Q
(
−Sm¯hj¯jˆ(t)hj¯j(t+Ts)+
Sn−Sm
2
∑N
i=1 h
2
ij(t)√∑
N
i=1 h
2
ij
(t)σ2
ni, SM
(t)
)
, for Sm > Sn,
Q
(
−Sm¯hj¯jˆ(t)hj¯j(t+Ts)+
Sn−Sm
2
∑N
i=1 h
2
ij(t)√∑
N
i=1 h
2
ij
(t)σ2
ni, SM
(t)
)
, for Sm < Sn.
(36)
Consequently, when both the SSK and the CSK symbols
are considered, the error probability of the SM-MC system
conditioned on that Sjm and S
j¯
m¯ are transmitted as the current
and previous symbol, is given by
Pe, SM(S
j
m|S j¯m¯) =1−
(
1− Pe, SSK(Sjm|S j¯m¯)
)(
1− Pe, CSK(Sjm|S j¯m¯)
)
6Pe, SSK(S
j
m|S j¯m¯) +
∑
m 6=n
Pr[Sm → Sn|S j¯m¯]
− Pe, SSK(Sjm|S j¯m¯)
∑
m 6=n
Pr[Sm → Sn|S j¯m¯].
(37)
Furthermore, if we ignore the negative term in (37), we have
Pe, SM(S
j
m|S j¯m¯) 6Pe, SSK(Sjm|S j¯m¯) +
∑
m 6=n
Pr[Sm → Sn|S j¯m¯].
(38)
When comparing (37) and (38), we can see that when
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is sufficiently high, making
the detection of both the SSK and CSK symbols sufficiently
reliable, then we can ignore the production term in (37), and
directly use (38) to obtain the approximate conditional error
probability, as shown in Section IV.
Finally, the average SER of the SM-MC systems can be
approximately evaluated as
Pe, SM =
1
M2N2
N∑
j=1
M−1∑
m=0
N∑
j¯=1
M−1∑
m¯=0
Pe, SM(S
j
m|S j¯m¯). (39)
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the analytical and simulation
results for the SERs of the SM-MC and SSK-MC systems.
Performance comparison among various modulation schemes
is also provided.
The definition of SNR in SISO-MC has been proposed in
[40] when OOK modulation schemes are considered. Here,
we generalize the SNR definition to the N ×N SM-MC and
MIMO-MC withM -ary CSK modulation. Specifically, in SM-
MC, the SNR can be defined similar to SISO-MC, as the ratio
between the average received power of the desired link from a
single transmitted impulse of molecules and the noise power,
expressed as
SNR =
Ps
Pn
=
1
MN
N∑
j=1
M−1∑
m=0
Smhjj(tp)VRX
=
(
3
2pie
) 3
2 VRX
Md3
M−1∑
m=0
Sm, (40)
where Sm > 0 should be satisfied. Eq. (40) implies that SNR
is merely dependent on the molecule number of molecules
released in average by a chemical impulse, the transceiver
distance d and the volume of receiver VRX. Similarly, the SNR
of each link in the N ×N MIMO-MC with M -ary CSK can
be defined as
SNR =
(
3
2pie
) 3
2 VRX
NMd3
M−1∑
m=0
Sm. (41)
Note that (41) is 1/N of the (40), indicating that all the
transmitters are activated to emitted chemical pulses in each
symbol duration, when Sm > 0. Specifically, when the OOK
modulation is used in the N × N MIMO-MC, only N/2
TABLE II
SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Parameter Variable Value Unit
Diffusion Coefficient D 2.2× 10−9 m2/s
Link Distance d 20 µm
Receiver Radius ρ 0.1 µm
SNR Range [0, 20] dB
SNR Interval 2 dB
Order of Concentration Symbol M [2, 4]
Order of Space Symbol N [2, 4]
Symbol Sequence Length 106
Replication Times 20
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Fig. 4. SER comparison between BSSK-MC and QSSK-MC, when re-
ceiver separation distance r = 12.5 µm and different symbol durations
Ts = 0.1 s, 0.2 s, 0.8 s are assumed.
transmitters are activated in average to emitted chemical pulses
with S1 molecules during each symbol period. Hence, the SNR
of each link in the N ×N MIMO-MC is then defined as
SNR =
(
3
2pie
) 3
2 2VRX
Nd3
S1, (42)
where S1 is the number of molecules for transmitting bit “1”.
=When the transceiver distance d is fixed, the same SNR
implies the same molecular energy consumption. We can make
relatively fair SER comparison between different modulation
schemes of MC with the same transmission rate, under the
same energy consumption. In order to achieve this, in our
simulation for SM-MC with BCSK, we set S1 = 2S0. By
contrast, for SISO-MC with QCSK, we have S0 = 0 and
S3 =
3
2S2 = 3S1. The other system parameters are presented
in Table II. Note that in this section, the SSK-MC with the
2 × 2 and 4 × 4 MIMO architectures, which for brevity are
referred to as the BSSK-MC and QSSK-MC.
Fig. 4 shows the analytical and simulation results for the
SER of the BSSK-MC and QSSK-MC, when different symbol
durations are considered. Clearly, the analytical SER agrees
well with the corresponding simulated SER. In the low SNR
region, the SER of QSSK-MC is much higher than that
of the BSSK-MC, while in the high SNR region, the SER
performance of QSSK-MC is becomes better than that of the
BSSK-MC, when Ts = 0.1 s and Ts = 0.2 s. By contrast,
when Ts = 0.8 s, the SER of BSSK-MC is always lower
than that of QSSK-MC in the whole SNR region considered.
However, the gap between their SER performance decreases
with the increase of SNR. As shown in Fig. 4, the SER
performance of BSSK-MC and QSSK-MC is highly dependent
on the symbol duration Ts . When Ts increases, the SER
reduces due to the fact that the ISI reduces, as Ts increases.
Fig. 5 manifests the analytical and simulation SER of
BSSK-MC and QSSK-MC, when different transceiver sep-
aration distances are considered. Again, the simulation and
analytical results match well, which hence validate our theo-
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Fig. 5. SER comparison between BSSK-MC and QSSK-MC, when Ts =
0.5 s, and different receiver separation distances are considered.
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Fig. 6. SER comparison between the 2 × 2 SM-MC and 4 × 4 SM-MC,
when receiver separation distance r = 10 µm and different symbol durations
Ts = 0.15 s, 0.3 s, 1 s are assumed.
retical analysis. As shown in the figure, for a given transceiver
separation distance, there is a gap between the SER perfor-
mance of BSSK-MC and that of QSSK-MC in the low SNR
region, with BSSK-MC always outperforming the QSSK-MC.
However, as the SNR increases, the SER curves of BSSK-
MC and QSSK-MC converge and become nearly the same at
high SNR. Therefore, when sufficient source of information
molecules, i.e., SNR, is available, higher throughput can be
attained by utilizing higher order modulation schemes in the
SSK-MC, while achieving the required error performance.
Fig. 6 depicts the theoretical SER upper bound and the
simulated SER of the SM-MC, when the 2× 2 and the 4× 4
MIMO architectures are respectively considered. In this figure,
the transceiver separation distance is fixed to r = 10 µm,
whilst the symbol durations Ts is set to 0.15 s, 0.3 s or 1 s.
The results show that the upper bound is tight, which becomes
tighter as the SNR increases. As shown in Fig. 6, in the low
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Fig. 7. SER comparison between the 2×2 SM-MC and 4×4 SM-MC, when
Ts = 1 s, and r = 8 µm, 10 µm, 12 µm are assumed.
SNR regime, the SER of the 4 × 4 SM-MC is much higher
than that of the 2× 2 SM-MC. By contrast, in the high SNR
regime, the SER of the 4×4 SM-MC is better than that of the
2× 2 SM-MC, when Ts = 0.15 s or Ts = 0.3 s. Furthermore,
when Ts = 1 s, the SER of the BSSK-MC is always lower
than that of the QSSK-MC in the SNR regime considered. The
explanation for these results are similar to that for the results
shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 7 also demonstrates the theoretical SER upper bound
and the simulation SER results of the SM-MC, where the
symbol duration is set to Ts = 1 s, while various transceiver
separation distances are considered. Similar to Fig. 6, the
SER upper bounds match well with their corresponding results
obtained from simulations. There is also an SER gap between
the 2×2 SM-MC and its 4×4 counterpart. However, when the
transceiver separation distance increases, the SER difference
evaluated in dB reduces. We should note that when the
link distance d and the symbol duration Ts are fixed, the
SER performance of SM-MC is mainly determined by the
separation distance r between the receivers.
To verify the effectiveness of our proposed SSK-MC and
SM-MC, we compare the simulated SER performance of the
SISO-MC with QCSK, 2 × 2 MIMO-MC with OOK, 4 × 4
SSK-MC and the 2 × 2 SM-MC in Fig. 8. All of them have
the same transmission rate of 2 bits per symbol. As shown in
Fig. 8, when r = 15 µm, the QSSK-MC outperforms all the
other schemes and achieves the best SER performance. Both
Both the SSK-MC and SM-MC benefit from the employment
of space modulation, making them significantly surpass the
2×2 MIMO-MC in the high SNR regime. The SISO-MC with
QCSK attains the worst SER performance among the schemes
considered. However, the situation is completely different
when the separation distance is reduced to r = 10 µm. In this
case, the SISO-MC with QCSK achieves the lowest SER, and
outperforms all the other MIMO schemes. As shown in Fig. 8,
the 2×2 MIMO-MC with OOK has similar SER performance
as the QSSK-MC and the 2 × 2 SM-MC when the SNR is
between 0 dB and 12 dB. When for the increasing SNR,
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Fig. 8. SER comparison of the SM-MC and SSK-MC with that of the MIMO-
MC using OOK modulation and SISO-MC using QCSK modulation, when
Ts = 0.2 s, and r = 10 µm or 15 µm.
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Fig. 9. SER performance of the SM-MC with EGC-assisted and SC-assisted
detection schemes, when Ts = 1 s, and r = 10 µm, 12.5 µm or 15 µm.
its SER performance becomes poorer than that of the other
schemes.
The results in Fig. 8 implies that the separation distance r
is important for the achievable SER performance, especially
when comparing the modulation schemes in SISO-MC. When
r is appropriately selected, the MIMO-MC schemes are ca-
pable of outperforming SISO-MC with QCSK, owning to the
significant ILI reduction in the MIMO-MC schemes, which is
beneficial to transmitting information in the space domain. By
contrast, if r is not sufficiently large, the advantage of using
space symbol vanishes due to the high ILI.
In Fig. 9, we compare the SER performance of the SC-
assisted SM-MC of (28) with that of the EGC-assisted SM-MC
of (29). From Fig. 9, we observe that the SER performance of
EGC-assisted SM-MC is better than that of SC-assisted SM-
MC, when there is only a single receiver utilized to decode the
concentration symbol. For the 4×4 SM-MC with r = 10 µm,
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EGC-assisted SM-MC slightly outperforms SC-assisted SM-
MC, when the SNR is lower than about 16 dB, while their
performance converges at high SNR. When r = 12.5 µm,
and the 2× 2 and 4× 4 SM-MC are considered, we observe
that the EGC-assisted SM-MC always outperforms its SC-
assisted counterpart. Additionally, when the same combining
scheme is employed at the receivers, a small-scale SM-MC
with fewer links outperforms a large-scale SM-MC with more
links. Fig.9 also shows, when 2× 2 SM-MC with r = 15 µm
is considered, the SER performance of EGC-assisted SM-MC
becomes increasingly better than that of SC-assisted SM-MC,
and approximately 1.5 dB gain can be obtained at the SER of
10−3.
Based on the aforementioned results, in order to improve
the SER performance of the SSK-MC and that of SM-MC,
the following approaches may be applied. Firstly, the symbol
duration Ts may be increased to reduce ISI, which hence
improves the SER of the SSK-MC and SM-MC systems, but
at the cost of the transmission rate. Secondly, the separation
distance between adjacent transmitters and that between adja-
cent receivers may be increased for mitigating the ILI. This is
an effective method to improve the SER performance provided
that tehre are spaces for transmitter and receiver deployment.
Furthermore, the number of molecules per pulse maybe in-
creased, which increases SNR, and therefore enhances the
reliability of the information transmission in SSK-MC and the
SM-MC system, but at the cost of energy consumption.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed a SM-MC scheme and
its special case of SSK-MC by introducing new degrees of
freedom from the spatial domain to transmit more information
in MC. Our studies showed that when the separation distance
between transmit/receive nanomachines is appropriate, addi-
tional information conveyed in the space domain is achievable,
and our proposed SM-MC and SSK-MC schemes are capable
of outperforming the conventional SISO-MC and MIMO-MC
scheme. The reason behind is that our proposed SM-MC can
effectively eliminate the ILI, which usually severely affects
the performance of the conventional MIMO-MC. Moreover,
it is an energy-efficient system where only one nanomachine
transmitter is activated during each symbol period, befitting
the twofold goal in small scale communication systems of low
energy consumption and low-complexity.
In this paper, we have also presented theoretical analysis and
some simulation results under the assumption of the homoge-
neous propagation medium as done in the literature. This may
not accord with a realistic situation where various medium
exist in the communication channel. In our future work, we
will consider the diffusion based MC with more realistic
channel modelling, as well as the design of corresponding
MIMO-MC transceivers.
APPENDIX A
Let us denote Pr SSK[i|S j¯m¯] as the probability that the i-th
receiver senses the maximum molecular concentration, which
can be expressed as
Pr SSK[i|S j¯m¯] = Pr
[(
yi, SM(t)>y1, SM(t)
)∩· · ·∩(yi, SM(t)>yN, SM(t))],
(43)
when given that the previously sent molecular symbol is S j¯m¯.
In order to derive the error detection probability of the space
symbol, let us first derive the correct detection probability of
the space symbol, when Sm molecules are released from the j-
th transmitter. Based on (43), this probability can be expressed
as
Pc, SSK(S
j
m|S j¯m¯) = Pr SSK[j|S j¯m¯]
= Pr
[(
yj, SM(t)>y1, SM(t)
)∩· · ·∩(yj, SM(t)>yN, SM(t))],
(44)
which is the probability that the j-th receiver senses the
maximum concentration. When the reception processes of the
receiver nanomachines are assumed to be independent, (44)
can be expressed as
Pc, SSK(S
j
m|S j¯m¯) =
∏
i6=j
Pr[yj, SM(t)− yi, SM(t) > 0|S j¯m¯]. (45)
Furthermore, when given S j¯m¯, yj, SM(t) − yi, SM(t) can be
written as
y
ji|Sj¯m¯
=Sm
(
hjj(t)− hij(t)
)
+ Ij, SM(t)− Ii, SM(t)
+ nj, SM(t)− ni, SM(t). (46)
According to (25), y
ji|Sj¯m¯
follows the Normal distribution of
y
ji|Sj¯m¯
∼ N
(
µ
ji|Sj¯m¯
, σ2
ji|Sj¯m¯
)
. (47)
When given i 6= j, and according to [41], µ
ji|Sj¯m¯
and σ2
ji|Sj¯m¯
are given by
µ
ji|Sj¯m¯
=


Sm
(
hjj(t)−hij(t)
)−Sm¯hii(t+Ts), for i = j¯ and j 6= j¯,
Sm
(
hjj(t)−hij(t)
)
+Sm¯hjj(t+Ts), for i 6= j¯ and j = j¯,
Sm
(
hjj(t)−hij(t)
)
, for i 6= j¯ and j 6= j¯,
(48)
σ2
ji|Sj¯m¯
=


Sm
(
hjj(t)+hij(t)
)
+Sm¯hii(t+Ts)
VRX
, for i = j¯ and j 6= j¯,
Sm
(
hjj(t)+hij(t)
)
+Sm¯hjj(t+Ts)
VRX
, for i 6= j¯ and j = j¯,
Sm
(
hjj(t)+hij(t)
)
VRX
, for i 6= j¯ and j 6= j¯,
(49)
respectively. Therefore, we have
Pr[y
ji|Sj¯m¯
>0]=
∫ +∞
0
1√
2piσ
ji|Sj¯m¯
exp

− (yji|Sj¯m¯ − µji|Sj¯m¯)2
2σ2
ji|Sj¯m¯

dy
ji|Sj¯m¯
= Q
(
−
µ
ji|Sj¯m¯
σ
ji|Sj¯m¯
)
. (50)
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Finally, when substituting (50) into (45), the probability of
correct detection of the space symbol j can be formulated as
Pc, SSK(S
j
m|S j¯m¯) =
∏
i6=j
Q
(
−
µ
ji|Sj¯m¯
σ
ji|Sj¯m¯
)
. (51)
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